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APHtOVED BY
CaiOTKR I
THE H.OBLEfA im DEFIHITIONS OF THvMS U5�D
The Pxoteetfint Church in Japan is celebrating its
one hundredth annivexeaxy this year. Christian education
in Japan has had a long history. However, in Sunday school
the attention was for many years focused on the religious
echication of small children. The church as a whole has
been emphasizing the evangelization of adults. Being nei
ther small children nor adults, young p>eople of senior high
school age have not had their rightful place in religious
education. This has been in part due to the difficulties
of dealing with that age group.
I. THE HvOBLEM
Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of
this study (1) to describe the general characteristics of
the youth of senior high school age; (2) to discuss the
aims, curriculum, and methcxis of religious education for
then; (3) to study the present situation of this age group
in Chiigtian education in Japan; (4) to present a suggested
curriculum of religious ecucetion for the young people of
senior high school age in the local church in Japan.
Importance of the study. The senior high school pu
pil has long been recognized as being in a most susceptible
2age for religious awak^ing. But in spite of general rec
ognition of tMs fact by psychologists they have not re
ceived sufficient attention. This study was made as a. re
sult of a sense of urgent need for improvement in this sit-
II. D^FIHITIONS OF m.i^ USED
Youth jg� senior high school age. Young people of
senior high school age are between fifteen and seventeen �
years old. Some pupils, after finishing their compulsory
public education, do not remain longer in school, while
others continue their education in senior high schools.
It is not necessary to divide these two groups in Sunday
school as the senior high school department in Sunday
school includes all young people of this age, whether they
are in senior high schools or not.
Curriculum. The curriculum is the ecucational pro
gram through which a pupil is guided 1^ leaders so that
desirable changes take place in him.
The United Church of Christ in Japan. Under the
nationalistic control of religious organizations thirty-
four denominations of the Protestant churches formed the
United Church of Christ in Japan in October, 1940. After
the end of V^orld War II, the Mglican, Lutheran, Southern
Baptist, Reformed Church of Christ, Free Methodists, and
other evangelical churches withdrew from it to form sepa
rate dencaaiaations."^ However, it is the largest group of
Protestants in Japan,
Masao Takenaka, Reconciliation and i'-enev?al in Japan
(New York: Friendship Press, 19571, p.TaT
TIi� YOUTH OF SEKIQ. HIGH tOiOOL AGt
To know th� pupil is one of the basic necessities
in education. In this chapter the youth of senior high
school age is described in tenas of his various charac
teristics; physical, mental, social and religious. For
the average person it is during this period that religious
consciousness is very marked. In this period youth needs
guidance, deep understanding and cairistlan love.
I. PHYSICAL Cnii>:JT:^vIoTICS
Maus describes the growth of a person in these terms:
God takes the first eleven or twelve years of human
life to grow and mature the body, mind, heart and soul
of a child; and then He takes the next twelve-year per
iod to turn that matured child into an adult that func
tions with all the powers and capacities of adulthood,
A youth of senior high school age is in this important
epoch of transition from childhood to adulthood. During
this age physical development is very rapid. All sense
perceptions are greatly intensified and vitalized by the
energy and power that come with maturation.^ Since every
ICynthia F. 'laus. Teaching the Youth of the Church
(New York: George H. Doran Company, 1925), p. 25.
Ibid. . p. 28.
5person is a psycho-physical being education bears upon both,
physical and mental development � It is said that pupils of
senior high school age present greatest difficulties in the
matter of mental balance because of their rapid growth*
II. P3YGK0L0GICAL CtMJ.CT^.lbTlCS
The adolescent period is characterized well by the
term "storm and stress*. JSmotionally the youth is restless
and nervous. In behavior he giggles, laughs, engages in
boisterous display of self, gives way to hysterical tears,
is sex conscious, has outbursts of temper, and periods of
melancholy brooding, and unbounded enthusiasm. His en
thusiasm and activity reveal his abundant energy. Lack of
self-control is shown in his restless drive. He is romantic
and idealistic* He loves nature and beauty. He seeks high
ideals and the truth. He has ambition and vision for his
future life. If he finds unsatisfactory conditions around
him he resists and rebels against them. The ideal is too
different from the real and he does not have sufficient
self-control or ability to adjust himself to reality. It
is the time of formation of individuality. He realizes his
power and strength. His dominant desires are to be
hhxgh H. Harris, Leaders of Youth (New York: Metho
dist Book Concern, 1927), p. 32.
6independent and creative.^ He wants freedom and indepen
dence but the sense of incompleteness and imperfection per
plexes him when he faces the world,
Kennedy and Gorham summarize the psychological
characteristics of adolescence: "There are constant changes,
struggles, confusions. Yet in every normal individual there
is process toward those higher el^ents of life which are
positive, man-making and character building," Teachers of
youth should have deep sympathy and maintain dependable at
titudes towards thos� who are in the process of formation
of personality,
III. INTr^LLECTU/iL Cm< A<Ji: ti^lt^lCS
One of the outstanding phenomena in the development
of the youth of senior high school age is his intellectual
awakening. He is Interested in science, in philosopdiy, and
in the truths of life. He has boundless desire for know
ledge and new experience in the world. This desire forms
in his mind doubts and questions which characterize the
nature of the youth of this age. According to Starbuck,
%ary Ann Moore, Senior Method in the Church School
(New York: The Abingdon Press, 1929}, p,"T^,
Austen Kennedy and Donald R. Gorhajn, Christian
I eligjous Education (New York: Fleming H, ivevell Company,
XV�e, P� 'C'aO,
7for a female the ages of fifteen and sixteen are the time
she has the most douJats, and for a male the age of eighteen
is the period of greatest doidbts. By wrestling with the
various problems the youth develops his intellectual and
mental abilities. He is interested in the problem of good
and evil; the existence of God and His attributes. He is
curious about the life and teachings of Jesus Christ, He
has questions concerning the Bible, the church, and the
various denominations. He observes with keen interest hu
man relationships and the social order. Consciously or um-
consciously, he acquires a definite philosophy by which his
7
life will be largely governed. He likes to read books on
phil0so}Ay and eaijoys discussion about them. He wants to
talk about friendship, love, and his life work. He seeks
to find satisfactory answers for these questions. The ten
dency to doubt is "a process of emerging from the sea of
diffused sensibility into a life which is characterized by
clearness of definition, and which is fully organized on
the basis of logical order and sequence," To become a
well*balanced, mature person the young person needs friendly
advice and skillful guidance.
^Edwin D. Starbuck, Psychology of ^^eligion (New York:
The V^alter Scott Publishing Usmpany, lW6), p. 2^9,
7
Catherine ii. Miller, l.eading Youth to iODundant Life
(Philadelphia: The Heidelber'5- Press, 1944)7~pTT;
^Starbuck, og, cit,. p, 232,
IV. SOCIAL CHi^ACTiaaSTICS
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A child is born into a social organism without his
own choice. Then the youth of senior high school age finds
himself in a society v/hich demands his response. When he
faces the world he feels self-conscious, but is interested
in social and world problems. He wants to be an active
citizen and says; "The world owes me a living: I'm out to
get all I can . . * Life is a glorious adventure, I want to
9
do my part in creating a better world." With his sharp
sense of righteousness he mphasizes fair play and straight
dealing in society, But he still lacks experience, know
ledge of life and self-control. Therefore, he is often an
tagonistic toward any authority which he must face. He re
bels against external pressure . However, he neec^ self-
assertion and security along with his adventurous life. To
satisfy this need the, youth tends to organize groups among
his friends. Harris recognizes the importance of this ten
dency from the standpoint of religious education:
It is the time when the steady hand of a friend who
is older and who knows, who expects the best, yet is
willing to trust the inexperience of youth, whose sym
pathies are broad yet deep, and whose confidence is
filler, og. cit., pp. 1-2.
^^Ada H, Arlitt, The i^dolescent (New York: Whittlesey
HouKC, .IcOiaw-Hill Company, Inc., 1^38), p. 198,
9unshaken though always sensitive to moods and impulses,
is most needed and valued. The leader of seniors may
become that friend, ii
The acceptance of such friendship appears to be contradic
tory to his desire to be independent. But both are normal
desires which belong to youth. Young people want to make
and live in their own new world. However, this desire may
be strong in some individuals and relatively weak in others.
They need also the sense of security which comes from whole-
son� family relationship. The authority of parents which
the youth most resists, is one of his most important safe
guards,
V, i.^LIGIUUS CH/iF^ACTt^.ISriCS
THiiliv li.I^-Jv'TAliCE
The most phenomenal characteristics of the youth of
senior high school age are, as already noted, his intellec
tual awakening and his sensitive emotion. These two pheno
mena result in the third one; namely, religious awakening.
His interest in the philosophy of human life and nature
leads him to fundamental questions about God vdio is the
Author of all things, Moore lists the questions in which
boys and girls of high school age are interested:
1, \Vho is God?
2. What is He?
llHarris, o^. cit,. p. 33.
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3� How may one learn the laws by which he lives in his
world and to which he should conform?
4. What is the present-day value of religion?
5, In what respect is the Bible the Word of God?
6, What must one believe to be a Christian?
7, How may one meet the practical difficulties of living,
to-day? according to Christian principle?
8, Vshat are the characteristics that will attract people
to one as a follower of God?
9. Why is there so much sin and suffering in the world?
10, How may one lead others to better ways of life and
deeper appreciations of true values?
11, What is true success and by what standard is it to
be judged?
12, How can one be popular and at the same tine be a
sincere Christ ian?-^^
Emotional sensitiveness shows the unstable condition of his
mind. He is easily influenced by any stronger power from
the outside. Until he grasps a powerful authority which is
dependable for him, he wanders and wastes his young life.
His vivid mind is not satisfied unless he is kept busy at
something v/orthwhile. He has a longing for something better
than himself. This is the period of crystallization of
13
character toward the good or toward the evil.
Many psychologists today agree with Starbuck that for
the average person religious awakening usually occurs during
the ages of fifteen, sixteen, and seventeen. Usually for
the male it occurs a few years later than for the female,
�Moore, Ojg, cit., pp. 15-16,
'Harris, og, cit. . pp. 62-63,
^^arbuck. SB. Sit., p. 205.
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S\jE0aaxi25ing various data on the age of religious awakening,
Clark says that the typical year for religious awakening is
the sixteenth; the median is the seventeenth and the aver-
15
age the sixteenth. The law of readiness can be applied
here effectively. The youth of senior high school age is
ready to make his religious decisicms. He is ready to re
ceive Christ if proper opportunity is given. The fact, is
well known, as Coe says, "that adolescence is the period of
life in vdiich evangelistic influences have their maximum
16effectiveness." Here is an opportunity for the church
to mphasize the religious education of youth. Not only
should the regular program of religious education be con
ducted by the church school, but should also be a special
program providing opportunity for the young person to give
his heart and life to the Lord. Moxcey describes the value
of religious education for the senior periods
The plasticity of this age offers a marvelous
opportunity to ^list the best mental power and in
ventiveness of the more highly gifted boys and girls
in the search for practical methods of imiaediately
realizing the kingdom of God on earth; and to develop
in the great average majority a passionate desire to
serve God and their brothers and sisters,which will
overcome that inertia of selfishness which has so
"��^Klmer T, Clark, Thm Psychology of Keligious Awak
ening (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1929}, p. 54.
i^George A. Coe, The Psychology of keligion (Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 1916), p. 163.
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often blocked the efforts of those who see the V/ay
and could show it to the rest if these would only
follow,-^'
The Christian education of youth is not only a duty, but an
opportunity which Cod has given for the church to accomplish
the great commission.
-��'firwin L. bliaver. How
The Pilgria Press, 1927), pp.
of Middle Adp lescence by Mary
"to Teach Seniors (Boston:
lT-12. citing The Psychology
E. feloxcey, p. 191.
GHAKCSK III
EiiLIGIOUS EDUCATION FCSt THE YuUTH OF
SMia. limn school age
In thm preceding chapter the youth of senior high
school age has been described. The goals of religious ed
ucation for this age group, the curriculum content for
attainment of the goals, and how to teach seniors must be
determined, aach of these problems occupies an important
place in Christian education. This chapter is devoted to
discussion of the aims, the currioulm, and the methods of
teaching in Christian education for the youth of senior
high school age in the local church,
I. THE AIMS
him controls all phases of education. The aim is the
basis for selecting the curriculum. The aim decides the
methods of teaching. It controls the activities of teachers
and pupils. The evaluation of the results must be done in
teiias of the aim, l^'hen the aim is realized the teaching can
be said to have been effective.
Aims may be said to include the ultimate and immedi
ate aims. The former is set up for religious education as
a whole. And the lattei is to meet the particular needs of
14
�ach department activity of which the whole consists. The
ultimate aim of religious education is "fitting men to live
in perfect harmony with the will of God-^^ To reach this
ultimate aim each department has its own imaediate aims.
These must be stated in terms of the pupil's specific needs.
Mayer says that the aim of religious education for young
people is, "to Christianize the daily life of young people. "^
But more specific aims are desirable for the youth of senior
high school age. The aims for the senior worker listed by
the Sunday School Council of Evangelical Denominations are:
1, The acceptance of Jesus Christ as a personal Saviour.
2. The testing of earliei ideals in the light of en
larging experience and the consequent adjustment
of life choices and conduct.
3. The expression of the rapidly developing social
consciousness through the home, church, and com
munity.
4, The development of initiative, responsibility, and
self-expression in Christian seivice,^
These four aims well cover the idiole area of religious edu
cation for the senior department. The aims of instruction
for youth of sixteen years of age as given in the Lutheran
Graded Series of Sunday School Ifeterials are:
^James 0. Murch- Cliristian l^Ctocation and the Local
Church (Cincinnati: Standard i^lishing Co.7~T9l3T, p. l28,
%erbert C, Mayer, The Church's Progiam for Young
People (New York: The Cenlury Co., 1925), p. lM7
%ugh H, Harris, Leaders of Youth (New York: Meth
odist Book Concern, 1927), p. 91.
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To give moral and religious inspiration through
stories of the real f lesh-and-blood men by \AiCHn the
various books of the Bible were written, and to give
a proper equipstent for future Bible study through a
knowledge of the main facts of Biblical introduction.
That every pupil who has not already awakened to a
personal religious life shall make a definite decision
for Christ; that every pupil who already counts himself
a follower of Christ shall attain a deeper realization
of the meaning of discipleship, and particularly that
the childish spirit of obedience shall grow into that
of manly and womanly devotion to the Master of Life;
that every pupil shall be a church m^daer before the
eno of the year.
To produce intelligent appreciation of the leligion
of the Old Testament, as distinguished rrom the inci
dents of the Old Testament narratives, using this as a
background to make clear the unique character of the
Qiristian religion,'^
Since the youth of senior high school age is ready to make
religious decisions, the aim should be centered on his con
fersion. Then the aim should be for him to grow into an
exemplary Christian personality through constant study and
the practice of the truths of the Bible, and to gain abundant
knowledge about Christianity so that he may be most useful
in the establishment of the Kingdom of God,
II. TLr. CTMaCUIlB!
The Nature of the CurriculTim, In the broadest sense
the curriculum includes the whole life of the pupil; "the
temper and life of the home, the life of tlie church, the
^Paul H, Heisey, ^e I^itheian Graded ^ries o|,
gundsy Sphool Materials T^nngfield, Ohio: Wittenbery
College Press, i92fe), p, 212.
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life of the eavironing community with all its tributary
institutions, and every last significant contact which the
5individual makes*" Generally, in a narrower sense, the
word "curriculum" means "an educational program."^ The
curriculum of religious education should be both Bible-cen-
tered and pupil-centered. It is bipolar in its nature.^
The main source of the content of Christian education is the
Bible, which is a revelation from God. The Bible is the un
limited source of spiritual food for the youth who is in the
process of growth. Bowman, putting a strong emphasis on
Bible study for youth, insists that "all units. . .contain
abimciant references to other parts of the Bible ijri addition
to the 'i3cripture lessons' for these units. "^ Also, the
curriculum of Christian education "must be determined in
terms of th� needs of the pupil religiously, socially, and
psychologically. � ."
The Factors Involved in Ctirrioulum Making. The fac
tors involved in curriculum making are the teaching materi
als, the pupils, the church and the teacher, iis was mentioned,
5paul Ii. Vieth, The Church and Christian ideation
i3t. Louis: The Bethany^ress. l9W.' P. lU ^lEIH;
^Harold C. Mason, ^tbiding Values in Christian Education
(New York: i" leming H. keve11 Company, 1955) , p. 93.
Sciar ice IV:. Bowman, i^'avs Youth Learn (New York: Harper
<& Brothers, 1952), p. 77.
%a8on, 0�. ci^., p. 91
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th� main source of the teaching mateiials of religious ed
ucation is the Bible, The gospel message is the constant
element of religious education in any generation. In ad
dition to it, the Christian heritage is a source of cur-
ricultM material, Great Christian liteiature, art, and
biography should be appreciated and utilized, Secondly,
the learner is an important factor in curriculum making.
To know the characteristics of the youth himself is not
enough. The world in which he lives has a great influence
on his life. His environment in the home, in the school,
and in the c<^iunity needs to be considered. The curiicu-
lum of religious education must satisfy the neecs of both
the individual young person and youth as a group. Thirdly,
the church in which religious education takes place is one
of the vital factors in the training of youth. Without rec
ognition of the purpose of the church and its history, its
educational function does not make sense. The principles
of faith on which the local church stands must be considered
also. The last factor is the teacher viio plays a very im
portant part in using the prepared curriculum in working
with youth. i:'Veiy teacher differs in training, experience,
talent, and skill. The cuxriculum must be so prepared that
it will meet the needs of different types of teachers.
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The Content of the Currieulmn. When a pupil comes
to the senior high school class of the Sunday school for
the first time, he may already have a sketchy knowledge of
C*hristianity. But when he begins to question with his alert
mind about the knowledge which has been given to hiii, he
finds himself often in the midst of many problems to be clar
ified. : or this purpose a thoroughly prepared curriculum
must be provided.
The International Council of i eligious Education
suggested these as the areas of content to be included in
the cuxriculuia of religious education:
I. The Bible
1, Origin anci nature of the Bible
2, The Old Testament
3. Josus Christ
4. The New Testament
5, Methods of study, devotional use and how to
teach
II, Personal i^agperiences and Faith
1, Beliefs
2. Worship
3, Health
4, Personal practices in Christian living
III. Sex, Parenthood and Family
IV, Church Life and Outreach
1. Church history
2. The nature of the Church of Christ
3. Church m<aabership
4. The program of the Church
V. iiocial Probl^s
1. Christ ianiSling community life
2, Amusments
3. Liquor and other narcotics: gambling; de
linquency and crime
4. i ace and group relations
5. Christianizing the economic order; policies
of industry and business; labor 'policies;
cooperatives
le
6. Current social issue�
7. Christianity and competing world philosophies
8. Covernment and Christian citizenship
9. Inter-faith relations
10, i^ducation in community
VI. World delations
1. (Opportunities
2, World missions
3. V.'orld citizenship
4. iicumenical moir@Bient
VII. ^rvice and Christian Leadership
1. Opportunity
2. Measures of preparation
3. Principles and objectives
4. Skills and methods^*'
This list suggests content for religious education in geaci-
eral. for the curriculum of religious education for one
department of the �3unday school this general list is modi
fied to meet the particular needs of the pupils of the de
partment .
^ince th� senior high school age group covers three
years, the content of the curriculum may be divided into
three major units: "Christianity and Our raith",**the Church
and Its Mission", and "Hman Relationships as a Christian."
The unit fox the first year, "Christianity and Our
Faith," includes the knowledge of the principal doctrines
of Christianity and ^phasisses personal Christian experience.
In studying the Christian doctrine of God there is discussion
concerning His existence. His attributes and His relationship
1 Q"'"The International Council of Religious iiduoation.
The Curriculum Guide for the Local Church (Chicago: The
tnliernational Council of ITeTigious education, 1945), p. 9.
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to men. The teaching on the creation of nature and man is
based on the accounts in the Book of Genesis. The problems
of sin and temptation are followed by studios in the life
and teachings of Jesus Christ. The doctrine of the Holy
Spirit completes the study of the Trinity. The uniqueness
of the Bible challenges the fresh mind of youth as the
great authentic source of knowledge about Christianity.
However, this knowledge is not sufficient unless youth is
stimulated to live according to the Word of God, and unless
he is given actual guidance. As his own experience he
must discover the abundant and the new life which is prom
ised by Jesus Christ. The motto of the great theologian
in the eleventh century, Anselm, "I believe, that I may
understand,'* must be the attitude of the youth who tends
to stress intelligence only.
After he has learned the fundamental doctrines of
Christianity his �yes must be turned to the chiirch in which
the Christian message has been proclaimed. "The Church and
Its Hiss ion" is the curriculum unit for the second year of
th� senior high department. Wiot is the church? V^'hat is
the purpose of the church? Why does he need to go to church?
These questions must be answered by sincere study which is
"^Catherine A, Miller, Leacing Youth to i^undant Life
(Philadelphia: Heidelberg Press, 1944), p. 5.
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i�as@d on th@ Scriptur� rather than tradition. He can learn
the purpose of the establishment of the church through the
study of th� teachings of Jesus Christ and the Book of Acts.
The history of the church helps him not only to gain know-
1��^� of the church but also to aj^reciate the great in
stitution by which the Christian gospel has been transmitted.
It gives him a sense of responsibility and privilege to
participate in the great movement to establish the Ktngdm
of Cod. He also needs to know about the administration of
tlm church in order to be a vital member of it. In connec
tion with th� task of a Christian in his own church the out
reach for th� non-Christian world must not be neglected.
He should study about missionary work in foreign lands.
Paul's missionary journeys challenge youth to serve the Lord.
Biographies of great missionaries in the world inspire him
to consecrate his life to the Lord. Home missions must be
reccgnisBed as well. In the community where he lives with
hi� friends, his neighbors, his family, the field is rip^
for the harvest.
For the final year of the senior high school curricu
lum the unit, "Human Eelationships as a Christian," is
suitable. Some of the young people in the class will take
their place as wage earners after this year, while others
will continue their education. Young people are interested
in person to person relationships. Their problem is how to
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live as Christians in society, fhroiagh studying the life
of Jesus Christ the youth leams something of Christian fam
ily life. Both the Old Testament and the New Testament are
full of teachings about the attitude of a child toward his
parents. Obedience to parents leads a person to obedience
to God. Since the youth is in the period of resistance to
outside authorities, the normal family relationship must be
emphasized. Then, the relationship with his neighbors must
be discussed in the Sunday school class. How he can apply
the Golden 1 ule in his daily contact with others is one of
th� immediate problms. Christ like love toward his neigh
bors and fJi<md8 is a matter of practice rather than mere
knowlet^e. The same brotherly love is to be employed in
dealing with social problems. He may face some unpleasant
social problems. But Christ is the key to the solution of
all difficulties in human relationships. The interest of
youth is not IJjaited to the borders of his own country.
His eyes are open wide toward the whole world. What he
sees and what he studies now become the foundation for the
world tomorrow. World peace and imity cannot be established
except the world comes to right relationship with God.
Christ is the only hope of the world, as well as the in
dividual.
III. METHODS Cr Ti^ACHINS
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Teaching methods have been improved over the years
in religious education as well as in secular education.
Choosing a suitable method for a particular group and for
a particular occasion requires skill and knowledge. Iloore
says, "the methods of teaching are determined by the nature
of th� subject matter to be taught and by the capabilities,
interests, anci the needs of the pupils. ""^^ rich variety
of teaching methods attracts the pupils, ^s^everal methods
may be �iployed in teaching senior high school pupils.
';�he Lecture Method. The lecture method is the use
of discourse in a systematic and comprehensive presentation
of a lesson by a teacher to a class. It is helpful to a
teacher having to deal with a large class. For presenta
tion of doctrine or explanation of a difficult problem this
method is valuable as there is less possibility of getting
side-tracked. As the teacher does practically all the
talking, he can lead the class to an inspirational climax.^
On the other hand, there are several weak points in this
method. The chief objection is that it limits the activity
�'^^Mary Aim Moore, .^enior Method in the Church School
(Mew lorks The Abingdon Press, 1929], p. I^.
iSj. M. i ice, Jesus the Teacher (I^'ashville, i^enn. :
Convention Press, 1954), pp. '105-106.
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of the pupils both in and outside of the classroom, les
son which is learned without much work is easily forgotten.
Also, there is little chance to find out the effect of
teaching on the pupil. If it is used along with, or as a
suppl^ent to other methods it is helpful.
The ^tory-Telling Method, Interest in stories is
imiversal. Story-telling is an effective method of teach
ing because it is concrete and vivid, appeals to the imag
ination, and has action and personalities. Its function is
"to impart information and to bid for vicarious identifica
tion""^'^ of the listners. Identifying himself with the
charactexs and scenes of the story the youth enlarges his
own eacperience and increases his understanding of others,
Jesus Christ used this method effectively. "He was un
questionably the world's greatest story-teller."^^ Jesus'
outstanding stories like "the Prodigal Son" or "the Good
Samaritan" are useful for any age level. In the story the
truth is directly applied, and is easily understood by the
listeners. However, Moore warns of the misuse of the story
method in that there is abimdant value in it "only if
l^Bowman, op. ext., p, 103,
ISiviee, og. cit., p. 99.
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adapted to the age and group interest and suited to the
lesson truth, "-^^
The Question and ^mswor Method. This method of
teaching is sometimes known as, the Socratic Method. It was
also Jesus' favorite method of teaching. Jesus' skill in
asking questions was a fine art. lany of Kis questions
are recorded in the Gospels. Some of ther. are directly
asked, but often He asked indirect and sonetiir.es hypothet-
17 �ical questions, Xhis method of teaching is as old as the
history of education itself. The purposes of the question
and answer method are to get and hold attention, provoke
thought, and to clarify and deepen impression.^� It trains
the pupil in expressing his thought. It broadens his in
terest and curiosity. The teacher is enabled to discover
the pupils' mental level, and understanding, and thus de
termine his own success in teaching. To be effective, the
questions should be clearly defined, simple and short.
They should be "original with the teachei and a natural
outgrowth frcaa the adaptation of the lesson."^� This
method is available for all age groups.
1 6
'*-"^oore, og. cit., p. 164.
�'�'^Glaude G, Jones, !^he Teaching Methods of the Master
(St. Louis: The Bethany Press, 1957) , p. 64.
^^i^ice, op. cit., p. 109.
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Moore, og. cit., p. 163.
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.^he �^jgctission Method* The discussion is the most
effective method of teaching fox the senior high school age
group or for college students. The discussion method de
mands activity in response. All members of the group par
ticipate in the discussion. There are several conditions
for the effective use of this method. To make it effective
the members of the group must have about the same training
and should have common interests and concerns, A teacher
or leader, though he does not take a dcaainant part in the
process of disoussion, must have skill to lead the group
to proper conclusions. He must be well informed about the
topic under discussion, iibility and training are required
of th� teachei. The discussion topic must be strictly with
in the realm of the interest and understanding of the pupils
with whcaa this method is used.
If well planned, the discussion method helps the
young person to express hiir.self , clarify his concepts, and
to evaluate the orinions of others. It gives him origi
nality and initiative. It stimulates his ability to Bnalyze
the topic objectively and develops his thinking. On the
other hand, there are dangers which must be avoided. The
discussion method is apt to permit a few loquacious meabers
of the group to laonopolize the class period, Another danger
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is that th� T^ole groap wanders easily from the subject
matter Here is need for tactful guidance.
There are four major steps to follow in the discus
sion method. M. first the problem should be stated or de
fined to center the attention of the group on a particular
topic. The next step is discovering the means or sources
of solution of the problem. Then, the group comee to a
definite principle guiding choi,ce or opinion. In order to
be sound and broad in its application it is necessary to be
true to fact and to life. The last and the most important
step is application or verification. To know a truth is
not enough for young people. The truth should stijmulate a
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desire to make personal application of it,
Audio-Visual Aids . It is said that more than eighty
per cent of our knowledge comes through the sense of sight.
When Jesus Christ taught village people He referred to many
things which they could see easily. Vines, trees, birds,
lilies, and even a child were used as object lessons by Jesus,
Audio-visual aids include moving pictures, slides, filmstrips,
television, phonographs, photographs, feltograms, posters.
"^^Mooie, cit.. p. 167.
21lbid., p. 166.
22i5:ice, o�. cit., p. 92.
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oharts, diagxaas, and globes, et al. The purposes for
these audio-visual media axe:
1. To stimulate the interest of the members, or to
awaken concern about a problem, or to help them
want to discover more information,
2� To offer additional helpful information when
young people need it as they woik on a problem.
3, To clinch scaae truth they have first worked
through for th^selves.
4. To suggest scaae possible avenues for further ac
tion on their part. 23
The advantage of this method is definiteness in present
ing materials. Also, the pupil learns with quickened in
terest. However, there are dangers to be avoided in its
use. The media are to be in harmony with the lesson, but
they are not substitutes for the lesson, Mother point
is that the selection of materials requires religious in
telligence, taste, and discrimination, v/ith sincere con
cern Mason states.
Biblical scenes should be portrayed with absolute
faithfulness historically and in terms of mores. In
bringing the Bible to the child the teacher is giving
to that hwan being a version of the Bible. May it be
a faithful and accurate onel^*
Like the question and answer method audio-visual aids appeal
to every type of person and every age level.
BoT>mian, 3^, cit . , p. 113.
'Mason, o�. cit. . p. 103.
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The Project Method. A project is a purposeful ac
tivity. It is carried on by the pupil or pupils for the
purpose of "the acooaplishment of a definite, attractive,
and self-imposed task."^^ This method of teaching involves
setting a group of pupils at work upon some real ent^prise
which is suitable and helpful in terms of their abilities,
interests and the purposes of religious education. It is
the method of "learning by doing," This method is espec
ially suitable for pupils of senior high school age in
their desire to do something worthwhile. There are various
kincs of projects for them. Shaver classifies projects
into four types i
1. Those in which the emphasis is upon physical ac
tivity with the motive of love. (Service Projects.)
2. 'I'hose in which th� �mf^asis is upon intellectual
activity with the same ultimate motive. (Problaa.
Subject and Memory Projects. )
3. Those which emphasiEe �actional activity with the
purpose of re-creating body and mind, (Ke-crea-
tion Projects.)
4� Those which emphasize �notional activity with the
purpose of renewing and strengthening ideals.
(Worship Projects. )26
To ccaistitute an acceptable program all these types must
be scheduled with reasonable balance. Practical service
to the poor? visitation programs for shut-ins, hospitals
^^Moore, ^gg, cit., p. 182.
26jtixwiii L, Shaver, How to Teach Seniors (Boston:
the Pilgrim Press, 1927), pp, f^-^Wl
and reformatories; taking care of younger children of the
chxirch and mending song books are among the challenging
projects. For intellectual projects mmorization; group
reading? topical studies; and research vioxk are valuable,
i-^B recreational projects picnics and trips are desirable,
A program of religious music may at the same tir-e meet the
desire for recreation and also for sincere expression of
faith and devotion. The young i:^ople of the church may
have a youth service on one Sunday evening a month instead
of usual Sunday evening congregational service, Yoimg
people's prayer meetings further spiritual imity and give
new strength for Christian service. Organization of a
youth chorus helps the evangelistic program of the church
and the spiritual songs lead the participants into deeper
faith and appreciation,
Through participation in the planning, carrying out
and accomplishment of projects pupils learn to cooperate
with others, deepen their understanding, and widen their
knowledge. Through the sense of responsibility for the
accomplishment of the task, they grow in matuiity. Co
operation d^ands self-control ana united effort. But the
teacher's part in the project method is by no means easy,
lie very carefully supervises the whole ondc.avc : to avoid
duplication of activities end uniair demands of tine and
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energy on the pupils, ^mother thing i(*.ich both the teacher
and the class are to keep in mind is that the activity is
not merely for entertainment, but foi educational and re
ligious purposes.
CHAPTKIt IV
Tim B^ESkm blTUATION IE
kr^LIGIuUiJ �l}UGM?IOi IM J/tPM
Thm preceding chapters have been devoted to the
youth of senior high school age in general and their re
ligious education, vdthout regard to nationality. The
purpose of this study was, as is shown by its title, the
discovery of ways of promoting and improving the religious
education of youth of senior high school age in Japan.
fundamental human nature and h\iman needs are ccmmion to
all countries in the world. But the differences in race,
nationality, social structure, historical background, and
political situation distinguish the people in one country
from thos� of the other. Youths of senior high school age
in Japan are in many aspects differ^t from those of the
same age in the United �^ates. Consequently, to meet the
religious needs of high school youths in Japan considera
tion must be given to their particular situation. This
chapter describes outstanding principles which must char
acterize religious education for the youth of senior high
school age in Japan.
The end of World V/ar II brought the greatest changes
which Japan had ever experienced. The message of surrender
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by the Emperor on August 15, 194^ destroyed ccaapletely the
long dream of the nationalists and militarists. But it did
not mean that a new democratic nation was born in a day.
Xh� nation as a whole lost the center of her authority.
Everything which had been right suddenly became the wong
thing. The sense of loyalty which had been the highest vir
tue of the Japanese became nonsense. The people lost a
sense of direction. The result of the war greater than the
destruction of cities was the loss of moral sense, Cities
were rebuilt soon after the close of the war. They were
modernized and more beautified than before. But it takes
a long period of tiir.e to recover the normal state of a
people's mind. Kerr well expresses the situation of Japan
after the war with the term "spiritual vacuum."-^
Children who were born and brought up in the midst
of war's confusion and its aftermath are the innocent vic
tims of the war. The lack of moral conviction on the part
of adults affects their children. There are two types of
tcsmptation before which young people easily fall. Ctae is
the temptation to racsaentary pleasure in which superficial
beauty and attraction lead them into the bottomless pit of
sin. The other is teiaptation to discouragement. Life is
^William C. Kerr, Japan Begins Again (New York:
�friendship Press, 1950), p. 119.
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hopeless to those who look on only the dark side. The hi^
rate of suicide among yoimg people is one of the serious
problems in Japan. It is unfortunate for both the young
people and their elders that the older people cannot plumb
the depth of young heart� and that the young people cannot
trust in the older ones.
In Japan there are three sources of influences which
very strongly ccmpet� in winning the attention of youth.
They are communism, the revival of nationalism and Chris
tianity. Communism takes advantage of th� unsatisfactory
conditions in society and challenges youth with propaganda.
The strong c�ll�system of the comiaunists has been organized
among senior high school students as well as college and
university students. The second source of influence is the
coabination of grief over the depraved tendency of the young
people and nostalgia for th� traditional disciplinary edu
cation which prevailed at the height of nationalism. Some
older people who were trained under militaristic leaders
feel that th� main reason for the present juvenile delin
quency is the lack of that type of discipline for children.
However , only Christianity can provide the perfect way, the
truth, and th� life for a people, i^very one in Japan, re
gardless of hie age, is looking for something dependable,
something higher, or something infallible. "Though I am not
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a Christian myself, I believe that Christianity is the only
thing that can save Japanese morals from degeneration," says
an editor of a city daily, representing the hionger anc thirst
Of many people iiany non-Cliristian parents gladly send
their children to the Smday schools of Christian churches.
It is obvious that they expect from the church something bet
ter than they had ever received elsewhere.
One of the outstanding changes made after World War
II is in the area of education. In 1947 the l>epartment of
Ed�cati<m applied the new education system, the so-called
"6-3-3 systw." That is, six years of primary school, three
years of secondary or junior high school and three years of
senior high school education. Before this change was made
four or five years of high school education had followed
after primary school without making any distinction between
junior and senior high schools, ^ince this distinction was
mad� th� unique significance of the youth of senior high
school age captured th� attention of those who have an in
terest in education. The abbreviation of the Japanese word
for th� senior high school student, kokosei began to be used
with particular reference to the age level. The United
Church of Christ in Japan adopted the term, K. K. S., abbrev
iating Kyokai Koko ^eineij, which means the youth of senior
^I^id.. p. 121,
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high school ag� in the church. This abbreviation has been
widely accepted as a syisbol in the churches . The church in
Japan is still in the period of experimentation as to what
type of wppxomh is the most effective for this age group.
One aj^roach is to include th� senior high school age group
in the young people's department. The second is to have
their own departmental organization independently from the
young people. Th� third one is to treat them as the senior
high class of the amday school.^
In the average local church in Japan the attendance at
the Sunday morning services is about forty persons, iaaong
th� about �i^t are of senior high school age. The per
centage is between ten and thirty. In general young people,
aged frcM fifteen to thirty, constitute nearly half of the
total attendance at the church services.^ But according to
the report of the Japan Council of Christian ^i-ducation the
Sunday school attenctence of the high school age group, in
cluding both junior and senior high schools, is only one
^Takeshi Takasaki, The Christian education (Tokyo,
Japan: Shinkyo Shuppansha, 195^), pp, 49-50. Translated
from Japanese,
4I-ymo Miwa, Tom PiobXfms th� Teen-^jgers Have (Tokyo,
Japans The P\iblication i^epairtment "of the United church of
Christ in Japan, 1957), p. i. Translated fxom Japanese,
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third of the attendance of primary school children. The
significance of the age of the high school student requires
that this problem be solved as soon as possible.
The Council set forth the aims of religious education
in Japan as follows:
The aim� of Christian education in th� church are
to help children believe in Jesus Christ as their
Savior, to lead them to enter into the fellowship with
God, th� Father, and to guide them to live according
to the will of God which is revealed in the Bible.^
Th� outline of the content of Christian education generally
accepted in the church in Japan is:
1. God
2. Jesus Christ
S. Th& Holy Spirit
4. Man
5. The Church
6. Social Life
a. Family
b. IJatioxi
c. The world
7. Th� Bibl�
Th� curriculum is arranged and applied according to the needs
7
of the different age groups.
^Japanese Council of Christian Education, Present
Picture of Christian i^ducation (Tokyo, Japan: Japan Council
of CKrisTIan MucatTon, 1950), p. 145. Translated from
Japanese.
^Miwa, op. cit., p. 10,
'^Takisuke Yamashita, "Curiiculm of Churcii Education,"
The Teach�r*s Friend (February, 1957), pp. 14-15, Translatsd
from Japan���.
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By the close of the year 1957 about four in every
ten churches in Japan had been established after the V/ar,�
Especially in the younger ch\irches young people take a most
active part in church activities. These activities are an
effective means of religious education for them. They par
ticipate in the worship services, prayer meetings and other
activities. The older stuaents of the senior high school
age group are available for Sunday school teaching or as
helping teacher� if they have enough spiritual maturity for
so doing, English Bible classes are open for the students
of senior high schools, colleges, and universities. Thos�
who are attracted to th� English language and the culture
of %glish speaking people are the most apt of all to be
come interested in Christianity, i^nglish Bible classes led
by missionaries are a channel through which students hav�
been led to Christ. Service activities, such as clsaning,
painting, visitation, and taking care of small children in
th� church hav� been performed mostly by the youth of senior
high school age. The International Work Camps have been a
great challenge to the�. Also, interd^orainational conven
tions and conferences have been held for th� youth of senior
%arold E. Fey, "Christian Future in Japan," The
Christian Century (January 29, 1958), p. 131,
^Kerr, og, cit,. p, 142,
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high school age. Vacation Bible school in the local church
affords opportxmity for them to make definite decisions to
become Christians. Most of those who oome from non-Chris
tian homes are thrilled and challenged with the Christian
way of life when they spend a few days on a camp ground.
Not every church school is able to purchase audio-visual
aids, but there are innumerable opportunities for the re
ligious education of high school pupils.
Young people ^o attend church have problems pecu
liar to youth. The first book of the t, K. S, Series for
the use of teachers discusses about four such outstanding
probleaat of youth. Th� problems of church life and school
life, friendships, the relationship of the church to social
probleam�, and questions having to do with the variety of
religions in Japan and the variety of denominations within
10
Christianity are of vital interest. These are practical
problems which they face in their daily lives. Living in
non-Christian circiaastances they see many difficulties and
problems whidr require solutions and satisfactory ansv/ers.
However, it is not enough to give merely technical answers
to them. They need a strong hand to guide them and some one
to acvise them, like a friend, an older brother, or a teacher.
Niwa, 22. cit. . p. ii.
Ibid. , p. iii.
CHAHTKk V
A mmE^W CHEIbTIiU-J EDUCATION ClIiEICUi^-Ul.I
Fm JAPtmSE Yv.UTH OF SzMia. HIGH SCHOOL m�
Th� present situation in religious education for the
senior high school age group in Japan having been considered,
this chapter is devoted to a suggested Christian cuniculum
for Japanese youth of senior high school age. The senior
high school department of th� Sunday school in the local
church is controlled by certain aims. The cxirrioulum of this
department is for th� realization of aims. suggested cur
riculum for the realization of these aims in the local church
in Japan, is given in this chapter. Each Sunday school year
starts in April and ends in March, as does the public school
year in Japan.
I. THE Mm
The aims of religious education for the youth of
senior high school age in Japan are to ^able persons to
grow into a perfect Christian personality tlirough constant
study and th� practice of the truths of the Bible, and to
gain abundant knowledge of Christianity, so that they may
be vital witnesses for th� true Savior, Jesus Christ, in
Japan��� r.cciety. To this �nd it is suggested that a survey
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of the Christia� syet^ be presented to theiu, during these
critical three years of huinan life.
II. W mUPOBk^ CtlvLlCUUM
Unit One: Christianity and Ova Faith
1, The first Term: ^row April to August
a) Sunday School Calendar
(1) April: i.aster
(2) May: Mother's Day
(3) Pentecost
(4) June: Flower Bay
i$) July or August: Vacation Bible School or Camp
b) Topic: God and His World
(1) Creation of the Universe
i) "Let there be light." (Gen. Ii3)
ii) The new life and the new world (Gen. 1:1-2:3)
iii) "It was very good." (Gen. 1:31)
iv) The seventh day (Gen. 2:1-2:3)
(2) Creation of Man
i) The first man (Gen. 2:7-2:17)
ii) The first couple (Gen. 2:18-2:25)
iii) The image of God (Gen, 1:27)
iv) The breath of life (Gen. 2:7)
Audio-visual aid: Filmstrip or slide of the
creation is recommended,
(3) The Supreme God
i) God, the Creator (Gen. 1:1)
ii) God, the Kuler (Is. 113:1-6)
iii) God, the Eternal i^x. 3:14)
iv) God of ighteousness (Amos 5:21-24)
v) God of Love (I Jn- 4:16)
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(4) God and Maji
i) God created aian (Gen. Is27)
ii) God talks to man (Gen. 3:9)
iii) God provides our needs (Matt. SiSl-SS)
iv) Mm who walked with God: fibraham (Gen. 12-24)
v) Man who walked with Gods Hoses (Heb. 11:23-30)
vi) Japanese man who walked with God: Teikichi
Kawabe, the founder of ^ree Methodist
Church in Japan
Discussion: The nature of God.
(5) Man md the World
i) Cod's glory in nature (Ps. 19)
ii) -f^buncsnt life in nature (Ps. 104)
iii) Man's place in nature (G�n. 2:16)
In th� midst of confusion due to the Shintoistic idea
of the origin of th� universe, and the evolutionary theory
by Darwin th� youth of senior high school age needs to know
th� tru� account of creation of the universe by God as
found in th� Bible, Th� object of worship must be the true,
living God, insteac of statues or images of Buddha and th�
great ntmber of gods and godkiesses of Shintoism. From idol
worship people cannot �xp�ct any personal fellowship. It
is a n�w and great joy to discovoi that the living God of
Christianity has personality and that He is th� loving father
of man. Therefore, personal relationship between God and
man is to be �mphasiaed to Japanes� young people.
2. The Second Term: -^ rom Sept^siber to I)�cesraber
a) '%nc;ay School Calendar
(1) September: Promotion day
.(2) October: The ^Reformation day
{ 3 ) Koven^er : Thanksgiving
(4) December : C2irietmas
b) Topic: Jesus Christ, the Savior
(!) ^"Kj.Qm's %n
i) The tree of knowledge (Sen. 3)
ii) Cain and ^%el (Gen, 4)
iii) Noah's flood (Gen. 6-9)
iv) Sacrifice in the Old Testament (I^v. 6:8-13)
Project: ifeking a model of the temple in the
Old Testcoient period.
(2) The Life of Our Savior
i) Baptism of Jesus (Matt. 3:13-17)
ii) "Not ... by bread alone." (Matt. 4:1-11)
iii) The friend of publicans and sinners (Ilatt.
9:9-13)
iv) "Thou art the Christ," (Mk. 8:29)
v) "Follow me." (Matt. 16:21-28)
vi) "This is my flesh." (Lk. 22:14-23)
vii) "The iCing of the Jews." (Jn. 19:16-22)
Viii) The resurrection of Christ (Mk. 16:1-8)
Ik) The living Lord (Mk. 16:19)
Special ��aph&sis on personal Christian experience
should be made during this period,
(3) Looking unto Jesus
i) Advent of the Messiah (Is. 7:10*14)
ii) Birth of Christ (Lk. 2:8-20)
iii) A eceive Him into our hearts (Lk. 2:1-7)
iv) Looking unto Jesus (Heb. 12:2)
Ideas of transmigration and helpless view of evil in
this world which originate in the teachings of Buddha and
Confucius make the Japanese people blind to the fact that
ther� is a way of �scape from the evil and sin of this world.
The Son of God, Jesus Christ is not only the Savior of Euro
peans and Americans, but also He is the Savior of all the
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people in the world. The study on the life and teachings
of Jesus Christ make the universality of salvation clear to
Japanese youth. Many people know when Christmas is, but
very few know what Christmas means. The purpose of this
term's study is to let the young people know about Christ,
that they may accept Him as their own Savior.
3. The Third Termj f rom January to March
a) Topic: The Holy Spirit and the Bible
U) The Holy Spirit
i) '-^"h� Gift of Jesus (Jn. 14:26)
ii) Th� Trinity (Kom. 5:1-11)
iii) The Baptism of th� Holy Spirit (Acts 1:6-11)
iv) The Fruit of the Spirit (Gal, 5:22-23)
(2) The Bible
i) The Words of God
ii) Inspired by the Spirit of God (II Tim, sag)
iii) The Canon making
iv) "It is written," (Matt, 4:4)
v) The structure of the Old Testament
vi) The promises through the prophets (i om, 1:2)
vii) The structure of the New Testament
viii) Th� gospel for every one (Matt. 28:19)
ix) "Light unto my path.* (Ps. 119:105)
Contest: Memorization of the Scripture verses.
Form a habit of the Bible reading.
The Spirit of God is not like th� spirits in which
th� ignorant and superstitious among the people of Japan
�cMnetimes believe. To make this very clear, the pupils
must study about th� doctrine of the Trinity, The Buddhist
scripture and prayer books ar� impossible for ordinary
people to understand, though it is believed by many persons
that repetition of certain sentences in the books has some
effect on man's fate, Fortmately, the new version of the
^ible in colloguial Japanese which was revised in IS 55 is
very easy to understand, and young people can enjoy study
ing it and see the great difference between the mere human
words by Budcflia and the fe'oid of God,
B, Unit Two: The Church and Its ?1ission
1. I'he First Term: Fjom /^pril to Axigust
a) Topic: History of the Church
(1) Estetblishaent of the Church
i) The Great Commission (Matt, 28:16-20)
ii) The rock of the church (Matt, 16:13-20)
iii) Training of the leaders (Mk. 6:6-13)
iv) The Holy Spirit and the church (Acts 2:1-4)
v) A group of believers (^ts 2:37-41)
vi) Teaching and fellowship (Acts 2:42)
vii) Common life (Acts 2:42-47)
viii) Formation of the church (-^cts 6:1-7)
Disoussicm: Iferacisa and Christianity.
(2) iixpansion of the Church
i) The first martyr (iicts 7:54-58)
ii) Conversion of Paul (Acts 9)
iii) Journey with Paul: I (Acts 13-14)
iv) Journey with Paul: II (-^icts 15-17)
v) Journey with Paul: III (Acts 18)
Project 5 i^raw a map of missionary journeys of
Paul �
(3) A brief Church History
i) St. Augustine (ron. 13:14)
ii) The Church in the ilidcle Age (I Cor. 1:30-31)
iii) The ^eformetion I Horn, 1:17)
iv) The ^deformation II (Ps. 119:105)
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v) Th� Kefomation III (I Pr. 2:5)
vi) Th� work of John \^esl�y (II Cor. 4:5-6)
Croup reading and book review in the class.
(4) Church History in Japan
i) Before World War II
ii) After World War II
iii) Our Church
^�search project: Trace the history of the
local church by th�EEselves,
Marxism, which has become very prominent in Japan
sine� V^orld War II, invites young people to th� so-called
Utopia of Coraaunism. Japanese young people have a pecu
liar interest in and curiosity concerning the term "com-
mtmism." Th� study of the early church reveals to the pu
pil that the Christian community is th� only on� in which
�qual rights of individu^ilis are recognized and true democ
racy is realized, iecently, other religious organizations
in Japan started to use th� term "church" for their groups.
So th� uniqueness of Christian church and the truth of
Christian fellowship must be emphasizsd by tracing th� his
tory of th� Christian church through the ages,
2, The Second T�rm: irom S�pt�ab�r to December
a) Topic: Christian Lif� in th� Church
(1) The Bo<^ of Christ
i) The body of Christ (Eph. 1:23)
ii) "I am the vine," (Jn. 15:1-11)
(2) The Sacraments of the Church
i) ^iaptism (Jn. 3:5)
ii) The Holy Communion (I Cor. 11:23-29)
(3) Chrietian Duties
i) Worship in spirit (Jn. 4:24)
ii) fe^orship iii the church (i-ph. 4:19)
iii) Christian stewardship (rik. 12:41-44)
iv) Devotional life: the Bible (Ps. 119:9)
v) Devotional life: Prayer (i-Ik. 1:35)
vi) "Present your bo<^." (Kom, 12:1-2)
vii) MitneBB to pagan world (Jn. 5:39)
(4) The Lighthouse in the World
i) Darkness of the world (Eph. 5:16)
ii) Jesus, the Light (Jn. 1:9-11)
iii) "Ye are th� light of the world." (Matt. 5:14)
iv) L@t it shine. (Ilatt, 5:16)
S�rvic� activity: e, g. Mending of song books.
Worship in spirit of the unseen God is entirely dif
ferent from idol worship and ancestor worship in Japan. The
organic relationship between Christ and Christians ox the
church and its mesBsbers is a new idea for the Japanese people,
Confucianism stresses th� sense of obligation so strongly
that in every relationship in Japanese society ther� is n�i-
ther Joy nor sens� of privily� in doing one's religious
tasks. Young people who have been brotsght up in such a
society need to know that the Christian relationship betw�^
th� church and its la^tabers, or among Christians, is a heart
warming relationship, 'They ought to experience the joy of
belonging to th� Christian church and knovr that Christians
joyfully do their best for their church, Sunday school pu
pils fxcm. non-Christian families have difficulties in sparing
time fox 3ujaday school, because of the prejudice and lack
of understanding on the part of parents. Teachers must deal
with this problem carefully in the class.
3. The Third Term? From January to March
a) Topic: Mission of the CJhtirch
(1) The World Vision
i) "All the nations" (Matt. 28:19)
ii) A woman in Samaria (Jn. 4:5-26)
iii) St. Thomas in India
iy) The first missionary to Japan: Francis Xavier
?) Shoemiaker, William Carey
vi) The twentieth c^tury missionary to Africa
vii) The harvest (Jn. 4:36)
viii) "Where He leads me." (Matt. 16:24)
i esearch: Study of Korea, China, or i ormosa is
recommended.
(2) Hem� Mission
i) "A grain of wheat" (Jn, 12:24)
ii) In our- town Un* 4:39)
iii) For our brothers (I Jn, 3:16)
iv) The rich and Lazarus (Lk. 16:19-31)
v) "W� will serve Jehovah," (Josh, 24:15)
Project: Visitation evangelism in cooperation
with th� church.
The fact should be recognized that due to the wrld
wide vision of missionaries and Christians the gospel was
brought to Japan, When Japanese militarism was at its
height neighboring nations suffered. How is the tine to
s^fid missionaries and goodwill visitors with the message
of Christian love from Japan to those countries. This is
a great chall�Rg� for the youth of senior high school age.
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As well a� liafing a world wide view, Japanese youth must
see the present situation at heme in Japan. Two hundred
thirty of the two htmdred seventy cities in Japan have Chris
tian churches* But seventy per cent of the towns and ninety-
seven per cent of villages do not have churches at all.^
This fact challenges the members of the senior high school
group in the Sunday school to work together in winning th�
lost souls around the�#
C, Unit Three! H�aa Eelationships as a Christian
1, Th� First Term: From April to August
a) Topic : A Citizen of the Kingdom of God
{!) Th� Beatitudes
i) The poor in spirit (Matt. 5:3)
li) They that mourn (Matt. 5:4)
iii) Blessed are the meek (Matt. 5:5)
iv) They that hunger and thirst after right-
eousness (Mat t . 5:6)
v) Blessed ar� the merciful (Matt- 5:7)
vi) The pur� in heart (Matt, 5:8)
vii) Blessed are the peacemakers (Matt. 5:9)
viii) Persecution for righteousness' sake (Matt. 5:10)
Discussion: How th� pupils of the senior high
school age group can be the peacemakers in their
own community.
(2) Th� Tm Comman<toents
i) Lov� for God (^^x. 20 s3)
ii) Idolatry (Ex. 20:4)
iii) Prayer life (Ex. 20:7)
iv) The Lord's day (Ex. 20:8)
���Harold �. F�y, "Christian Future in Japan," Chris
tian C�ntury (Feb. 12, 1958), p, 192,
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v) is^espect for parents {Zx, 20:12}
vi) "Thou Shalt not kill," (j:.x. 20:13)
vii) "Thou Shalt not coi^^ait adultery," (Ex. 20:14)
viii) "Thou Shalt not steal." (Ex. 20:15)
ix) True witness (Ex. 20:16)
x) "Thou Shalt not covet," (Ex. 20 : 17 )
Discussion: Application of the Ten Commandments
to the life of youth.
(3) Love Fulfills th� Law
i) Th� first commandment {ilatt. 12:28-34)
ii) Love fulfills the law (Lorn. 13:10)
iii) Two master� (Lk. 16:13)
iv) "Well-pleasing to God and approved of men."
iixm, 14:18)
Project : Make a plan for a youth camp.
Lack of moral education in th� public schools is a
matter of deep concern in Japan today. As a foundation in
moral intelligence for young people who are goii^ out into
the pagan society of their land, the study of Christian eth
ics is very important. Many English text books for senior
hi#i school students contain the Beatitudes as one of th�
most beautiful pi�C@s of literature in the world, Th� church
school ha� the privii�g� of making the Beatitudes more than
a literary masterpiece in th� life of the pupil.
2, The Second Terms From Sept^aber to Beceniber
a) Topic : Our Society
(1) Chxistian Family
i) Head of the family (Eph, 3:17)
ii) To parents (Lk. 2:51)
iii) Making Christian homes (Eph. 5:22-23)
iir) Hotise on a rock (Matt. 7:24-27)
Discussion: Plan and hold a meeting for
young people and their parents for the dis
cussion of common problems.
(2) Our Neighbors
i) the Golden Eule (U:, 6:31)
ii) The Good aamaritan (ik. 10:25-37)
iii) Mho are o%ix neighbors? (Lk, 10:36)
iv) ^'^ cup of cold water (Ilk, 9:41)
v) Help the weak (Km. 15:1)
Project: Study their ovm ccramunity and help
the needy.
(3) Sufferings in Life
i) Ishy do the righteous suffer? (Job 6:10)
ii) "For the glory of God."^ CJn. 9:1-3)
iii) i�est in Christ (i'latt. 11:28)
research: Study the biography of Job,
(4) Christ in the World Today
i) True democracy in Christianity (Gal. 3:28-29)
ii) "t^ender unto Caesar . . ." (I'flc, 12:13-17)
iii) To the higher powers (I Pr. 2:13)
iv) Is there any room for Christ? (Lk, 2:1-7)
v) Christ is the hop� of the world (Col. 1:27)
I'iscussion: The contributions of Christianity
to dsanocracy in Japan.
Th� Buddhistic attitude of resignation and of blind
sulaaission to fate does not satisfy the earnest quest of
young people, Christ must be offered as the key to the
solution of problems in Japanese society. Sine� World War
II it has beoom� vexy cl�ar that Christianity has contributsd
to th� idea of democracy. Two catch words for Japanese young
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people todiay axe, as fafcesiaka says, "freedoa" and "peace."'
The youth of senior high school age should learn that only
Christ can give true freedom and true peace.
3. The Third Term: Frora January to March
a) Topic: Chosen Vessels of Christ
(1) Qhosen Vessels : Various Positions
i) Chosen vessels {II Cor. 4:7)
ii) "Work heartily." (Col. 3:23-24)
iii) As a disciple (llatt, 10:24)
iv) "Fejoice with the truth," (I Cor. 11:6)
v) For lost sheep (i.att . 18:12*14)
vi) Fuler, a public servant (Fom. 13:1-3)
vii) xisher of men (Lk. 5:1-11)
viii) The unprofitable servant (Lk, 17:10)
(2) Witness in Life
i) Freedom or looseness (Gal, 5:1-15)
ii) True freedom (Jn. 8:13-36)
iii) Individual Kesponsibility (Kom, 14:12)
iv) FesT3ect one another (I Cor, 10:23-24)
v) Before God (Mioah 6:8)
Service activity: For the evangelistic work
in the church.
At th� final term in the senior high school depart -
mmt pupils must have all come to xealize their privilege
to be God's cliosen vessels f that they are truly chosen out
of a pagan culture and pagan beliefs. This is the oppor
tunity to teach God's purpose in choosing young people.
Generally it is believed among the population that Christians
%iasao Takenaka, Feconciliation and Kenewal in Japan
(New York: friendship Press, 1957 j, p. 79.
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are good and responsible as meiabers of society; and witness
to this belief in the lives of young Christians is of great
influence.
SmmY AMD CONCLUSION
The impoartenoe of the senior high school years has
been reeogniaed by secular educators and psychologists.
Heeently in Japan young people of this ag� level have b��
come th� center of attention to thos� who have an interest
in Christian education and are concerned about the world
of toBtorrow* While religious awakening is �xper ienc�d by
many young people during this period of their lives, others
lose the religious convictions and habits which they had in
their childhood. The decreased percentag� of attondano� of
high school age group at "^day school compared with that
of primary childien is discussed in a report or th� Japan
Council of Christian Education, which says "it is not an
unusual liienomenon in Sunday school . . ."^ A recent is
sue of Tijm� describes th� teen-agers in Japan who are ab
sorbed in jazz music. The article concludes with the words
of warning of sociologist Hideo Shibusawa: "Rockabilly is
more like a pathetic distortion of religion than an outlet
for sex. hockabilly singers are the preachers of a strange
^The Japan Council of Christian Education, Present
Picture of Christian Education (Tokyo, Japan : Japan Council
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new faith . . �"^ This problem urgently needs solution.
Vigorous young people must be kept busy and filled with the
true joy whidh comes from constant fellowship with God.
This areport of the study has fallen into two main
parts: the first, a general discussion of religious educa
tion for the yottth of senior high school age, the latter
dealing with religious education for the youth of senior
high school age in Japan. Since in Japan young people are
born and brought up in the midst of a pagan culture, which
has had a long history in the nation, the uniqueness of
Christianity must be stressed. To believers in the inexor
able law of retributioiv redemption by Jesus Christ seems
too good and incredible a story to accept, i^ighteousness
and the love of God which is shown in the expiatory death
of Christ cannot be overemphasized in Japan.
The results of teaching must be tested. Are the
aims set up realizied in the program? V^hat is the relation
ship of youth to God as the result of religious education?
Teaching materials are to examined from the standpoint of
the Christian faith, sound educational principles, general
effectiveness, and matters of style and form.^ Then, careful
H^reign News," Time (April 14, 1958), p. 30.
^The Internet ionai Council of heligious Education,
The Currioulun guide for the Local Church (Chicago: The
InTernational Council"�? Heligious i^ducation, 1945), pp. 6-7.
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obBervaticm of pupils is necessary. The physical, psycho
logical, intellectual, social, and religious needs of youth
must be met in terms of the environment peculiar to Japan.
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